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The Revolution™ Self-Ligating System
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CHAMFERED SLOT
for easy wire insertion

FULL SLOT CLIP COVERAGE
for the entire mesial/distal width of every  

bracket, without deflection, for superior  
rotational control; allowing the wire  

to utilize the full width of the true twin
design without the need for auxiliaries

EXPANDED TIE WING UNDERCUTS
for easy ligation

LOW PROFILE DESIGN
for added patient comfort

STATE-OF-THE-ART BASE DESIGN
for enhanced bond strength

FULL ROTATIONAL CONTROL
due to the true twin design

HIGH QUALITY REMOVABLE NICKEL TITANIUM CLIP
offers superior flexibility with the option to remove the 
clip during the finishing phase if desired

SINGLE PIECE MIM CONSTRUCTION
combines strength and precision into a 
single piece construction

EASY OPENING CLIP
allows for quick, easy, and  
economical wire changes

CENTER SCRIBE LINE
for more accurate bracket placement

PERMANENT COLOR-ENHANCED 
I.D. MARKS
for easy identification

DUAL LOCKING 
MECHANISM
ensures the clip remains
securely engaged for the
lifetime of treatment

COMPOUND CONTOUR
for level slot lineup
and improved finishing

TORQUE IN BASE
for increased bond strength
and precise bracket placement

In creating our latest innovation, the DynaFlex® engineers thought outside the box to produce a truly unique, passive, self-ligating 
bracket system that performs as smoothly as it looks. With a sleek, ultra low profile design for ultimate patient comfort, the 
Revolution™ bracket system is perhaps the easiest self-ligating system available on the market, requiring no special instruments 
or training of any kind. Simply bond it, clip it, and watch it work. It is an effective self-ligating bracket system that allows you to 
focus on the treatment, and not the appliances. It truly is revolutionary.

Classic Twin Design
The Revolution™ bracket system allows for fast and accurate bracket placement due to its 

familiar twin design.  Even though Revolution™ is a self-ligating bracket system, the under tie 
wing area allows for the option of engaging elastomeric ligatures or power chain over the 

clip or after the clip is removed.  Revolution™ is designed for easy removal of the self-ligating 
clip to enhance the finishing process. Available in Roth and MBT® prescriptions.
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